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1. The Background  

Four things to recognise: 

a. the battle is more spiritual than intellectual Epph 6:12; 2 oor 4:3-4 etc.. It is about
whether we are in ohrist or Adam Esee below..

b. That does not make us ant-intellectual. To the contrary- the ohristan however 
good or otherwise at apologetcs will be intellectually interested and 
intellectually confdent. ohristan-truth is wisdom that the world needs and that 
blesses the world. To that extent a ohristan of no educaton knows more of the 
universe that Richard Dawkins and so Richard Baxter’s Advice to Students:

“A world  of  business  they  make themselves  about  nothing,  while  they  are
wilful strangers to the primitve, independent, necessary Being, who is all in all.
Nothing  can  rightly  known,  if  God  be  not  known;  nor  is  any  study  well
managed, nor to any great purpose, if God is not studied. We know litle of the
creature, tll we know it as it stands related to the Creator: single leters, and
syllables uncomposed, are no beter than nonsense”

“It is one thing to know the creatures as Aristotle, and another thing to know
them as a Christan. None but a Christan can read one line of his Physics so as
to understand it rightly. It [physics] is a high and excellent study, and of greater
use than many apprehend; but it is the smallest part of it that Aristotle can
teach us”.

“Your study of physics and other sciences is not worth a rush, if it be not God
that you seek afer in them. To see and admire, to reverence and adore, to love
and  delight  in  God,  as  exhibited  in  his  works  –  this  is  the  true  and  only
philosophy; the contrary is mere foolery, and is so called again and again by
God himself. This is the sancticaton of your studies, when they are devoted to
God, and when he is the end, the object, and the life of them all”

“If you see not yourselves, and all things, as living, and moving, and having
being in God, you see nothing, whatever you think you see”

Or to put it another way- Proverbs 9:10: 

The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom and the knowledge of the Holy 
One is understanding



c. We have to acknowledge that, strictly speaking we are not a post-truth society:

 The secular world holds to truth very closely.

 Nor are we a secular society that does not believe in sin. Society believes 
profoundly in wicked, evil sin:

 pxample: #Metoo- Oscar actresses statng one afer the other how evil 
some men are. This is brilliant: https://ashenden.org/201//01/1//talking-
to-lbc-london-radio-about-sin-sex-and-god-as-captured-by-an-australian-
website/ 

 The real issue is who defnes truth.

 We must not let secularists get away with the suggeston that they do not 
believe in truth and sin and that they are not judgemental.

 pxample: oomment on my cookery course about the 
unaccepatability of Michael ourry preaching at the royal wedding
because of the positon in the USA:

 Secular man: O so it just religious dogmatsts arguing about 
dogma as usual, why don’t they just stop it, its irrelvant.

 Me: that is too rather dogmatc statements.
 Secular man: touché but then you’re a barrister.
 Me: of course- you see being a barrister is all about truth.

d. The fact that we are in a battle for truth is not a coincidence- this is the 
existental struggle of the human race, all of whom have to face two uuestons:

 Am I created or do I create myself?
 Am I owned or do I own myself?

 pxample: this is the debate around transgenderism- do I create 
myself and may I create myself?

We are therefore back in Garden of pden and we will recognise that we are 
dealing with the world as patterned in The Fall and re-patterned in ohrist. So 
we need to understand the Garden.

https://ashenden.org/2018/01/18/talking-to-lbc-london-radio-about-sin-sex-and-god-as-captured-by-an-australian-website/
https://ashenden.org/2018/01/18/talking-to-lbc-london-radio-about-sin-sex-and-god-as-captured-by-an-australian-website/
https://ashenden.org/2018/01/18/talking-to-lbc-london-radio-about-sin-sex-and-god-as-captured-by-an-australian-website/


2. The Garden: Ten steps away from Truth.  

Genesis 3:1-13

1Now the serpent was more craft than ant other beast of the feel that the LORD Gol hal male.

He sail to the woman, “Dil Gol actuaeet sat, ‘You shaee not eat of ant tree in the garlen’?”  2  Anl the
woman sail to the serpent, “We mat eat of the fruit of the trees in the garlen, 3 but Gol sail, ‘You shaee
not eat of the fruit of the tree that is in the milst of the garlen, neither shaee tou touch it, eest tou lie.’” 4

But the serpent sail to the woman, “You wiee not sureet lie. 5 For Gol knows that when tou eat of it tour
etes wiee be openel, anl tou wiee be eike Gol, knowing gool anl evie.” 6 So when the woman saw that the
tree was gool for fool, anl that it was a leeight to the etes, anl that the tree was to be lesirel to make
one wise, she took of its fruit anl ate, anl she aeso gave some to her husbanl who was with her, anl he
ate. 7 Then the etes of both were openel, anl thet knew that thet were nakel. Anl thet sewel fg eeaves
together anl male themseeves eoinceoths.

8 Anl thet hearl the sounl of the LORD Gol waeking in the garlen in the cooe of the lat, anl the man anl
his wife hil themseeves from the presence of the LORD Gol among the trees of the garlen. 9 But the LORD

Gol caeeel to the man anl sail to him, “Where are tou?” 10 Anl he sail, “I hearl the sounl of tou in the
garlen, anl I was afrail, because I was nakel, anl I hil mtseef.” 11 He sail, “Who toel tou that tou were
nakel? Have tou eaten of the tree of which I commanlel tou not to eat?” 12 The man sail, “The woman
whom tou gave to be with me, she gave me fruit of the tree, anl I ate.” 13 Then the LORD Gol sail to the
woman, “What is this that tou have lone?” The woman sail, “The serpent leceivel me, anl I ate.”

Verse Phrase Technique

A 1

STpP ONp: make it look
innocent.
 
“Now the serpent said 
to the woman…”

You will remember that in the story it was God himself who had said not
to eat from the tree. The suggeston to do otherwise comes from an 
overgrown worm. It is by comparison an innocuous source. There is no 
need to take it too seriously, certainly no need to be overly concerned.

Its not a roaring lion or a sneering rhino doing this it’s a talking snake.

If you want to efect a massive change in society start by making it 
sound innocuous.

STpP ONp: make it look innocent or of little conseuuence. BUT Rev 2:20.
B 1 STpP TWO: oreate 

some doubt.

“Did God actually 
say…”

The seemingly rather innocuous snake makes an interestng 
assumpton.

The snake simply casts some doubt on the propositon that currently 
holds sway.

In this instance what God had said.

The snake suggests or even assumes what God had said might be 
doubted. 



That God’s command can, perhaps should be doubted. 

It is a suggeston that what God said is uncertain or might up for grabs. 

The snake is pictured as saying:

“Well you thought God said that be did:

Hp say it or someone else?

oan you be certain what he said- can you trust yourself to have heard an
understood it?

Or the snake is pictured as saying:

Would God actually say what you think He’s said or

Are you sure that is precisely what God said and meant?

That is a very modern thing we call it sceptcism or literary or higher 
critcism. The idea that no one can be certain what someone else 
means.

STpP TWO: oreate some doubt.

C 1

STpP THRpp: oreate 
Ambiguity.

“You shall not eat of 
any tree in the 
garden”?

Any can mean none or any one tree. 

Suggests a lack of clarity.

Be innocent, create doubt, suggest ambiguity.

And where there is a lack of clarity it might always be said that there is a
need for interpretaton.

STpP THRpp: oreate Ambiguity.

1

STpP FOUR: ohange 
the focus:

“You shall not eat of 
any tree in the 
garden”?

 “You may surely eat of every tree of the garden, 17 but of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat 
of it you shall surely die.”

Focus on the restricton not the freedom. Make God out to be a killjoy.

STpP FOUR: ohange the focus

D 3

STpP FIVp: Add to what
was said.

“…and neither shall 
you touch it.”

Now this is less subtle it can probably only be done because of the 
previous steps:  being taken in by the innocence, doubt  and ambiguity.

Most of all it can only happen because there has been a successful 
change of focus.

The woman has fallen for the snake’s line.
STpP FIVp: Add to what was said.



E 4

STpP SIX: take away 
from what was said.

“You will not surely 
die.”

Preferably take away the most important thing for a human being- what
is life giving or life threatening.

A lie of omission.

Ascribed to Josef Goebbels.

Never said or wrote it but it has currency because it embodies a truth.

“If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeatng it, people will eventually 
come to believe it” 

Again a bit of ambiguity:

“No. oertainly you won’t die”.

“Surely you won’t die?”

“You will not certainly die”

STpP SIX: take away from what was said.

G 5

STpP SpVpN: ofer 
omniscience.

“…and you will be like 
God…”

Ofer the possibility that humans can know everything.

That is one form of being your own God- assume you can know 
everything that he does, now that is somewhat out of fashion but it is 
absolutely the view that informed what is known as the enlightenment. 
For much of the 1/th and 19th and into the 20th century it was thought 
that by human progress all the world’s problems could be solved. It was 
idea that people thought had died on the battlefelds of the frst world 
war when people used their amazing human ingenuity to mechanically 
slaughter each other.

But in fact it is stll around. The majority view is that human beings are 
on an inevitable path of progress becoming ever more enlightened. That
each generaton is better informed from the last and that we are not far
from perfect knowledge.

STpP SpVpN: ofer the possibility of being all-knowing.
H 5 STpP pIGHT: say 

nothing can be known.

“knowing good and 
evil…”

The snake ofers the chance to know good and evil. But of course the 
society already knew a version of what was right and wrong because 
God hold told them.

So what is ofered is something diferent: the chance to have a diferent 
version of right and wrong.

That is to say there are no absolutes. You have your truth and I’ll choose
mine.

That is the predominant view of society. If you can’t know something 



certainly you can’t know anything. It is what we call relatvism: there is 
no kernel of truth everything is relatve.

These last two steps: saying we are becoming ever more enlightened 
and can know and saying that we can only choose our own truth 
because we can’t know are basically contradictory but that sit alongside 
each other in our society as they did in the frst human society 
described here.

I 6

STpP NINp: decide that 
only feelings can be 
relied upon.

“saw that the tree was 
good for food, and that
it was a delight to the 
eyes…”

So what do we do when we are trapped between the idea that we can 
know everything and know nothing well we do step 9. We decide that 
the only arbiter is whether it feels right to me now.

That is exactly where we are.

J 12

STpP TpN: assume that 
it is someone else’s 
responsibility.

“The woman whom 
you gave to be with 
me, she gave me fruit 
of the tree, and I ate.”

It’s not my fault, I’m a victm.

a. Here in a text 3,000 years old we fnd:

 the power of uuiet, incremental change, 
 of linguistc doubt and sceptcism. 
 We fnd the efect of suggested ambiguity  allowing a variety of interpretatons 
 And the efect of focusing on restrictons to efect the creaton of new “truths”.
 And to deny old truths- most of all as to what is life giving and life denying.
 And then we see the whole of western philosophy over the last 350 years- the 

enlightenment and relatvism
 Leading to decisions being made on the basis of individual sensory percepton
 And everyone being a victm.

b. In the context of Genesis we see a change from one type of truth: what God had stated 
to another type of truth: what humanity determined is presented as changing not just 
diet but everything about society.

c. One possibility is that there is wisdom and truth outside humanity: that means it is 
divine in origin. 



d. The other possibility is that such revelaton can be changed, added to, subtracted from 
and eventually ignored.

e. If we think that there is divine revelaton of truth we will be very cautous about any of 
the ten steps away from it. oareful when we see others do it and careful that we don’t 
do it.

f. Most importantly we will take from the Garden of Eden:

 That the Serpent orusher has prevailed.

 The Fall immediately degenerated into the “culture wars” uuestons- 
identty, sexual conduct, nature of family, sanctty of life and then etc. 
Therefore we will “use” such uuestons to speak about truth.

 The ultmate issue with truth is “are we in ohrist or are we in Adam?”.

 The issue is Lordship/autonomy 

 The Devil is aewats inconsistent where it comes to truth: The Devie is 
incapabee of consistenct when it comes to truth because he is The Father of 
Lies, Jn /:44.

“You  are  of  your  father  the  devil,  and  your  will  is  to  do  your  father's
desires. He was a murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in the
truth, because there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks out of his
own character, for he is a liar and the father of lies.

Therefore we neel to get gool at exposing contralicton:

 pxample: Michael ourry and Justn Welby on the weekend of the
Royal Wedding- if we love each other more then that will close
the food banks and solve the mental health crisis. Surely Meghan
loves her father a lot but she could not love him enough to get
him to her wedding. The world is a lot more broken than that. A
chance  to  talk  about  how  love  that  was  expressed  in  penal
substaton then enables change.



3. Exposing Autonomy  

a. Why are the great shibboleths of the age the great shibboleths of the age?

b. Why are we concerned with gender, sexuality, transgender and “right to choose” as 
defning “tolerant” positons? puually why are the shibboleths not ie- respect of the 
elderly, “right to life” and poverty? 

c. The answer is that the former appear to allow greater autonomy for the individual 
and the latter appear to impose greater demands of the individual. That is to say the 
former appear to increase my mastery of myself and the latter appear to decrease 
my mastery of myself.

d. puually the former allow me greater opportunity to defne truth/my reality and the 
latter opens the door to others defning truth/ my reality for me.

 pxample: those drunkenly celebratng the referendum vote in Ireland were 
not celebratng feminism or even choice they were celebratng what they 
regarded as greater autonomy.

 pxample: to be “respectable” used to be to be a Wilberforce, Fry, Moore, 
Guinness, Rowntree etc- philanthropy in the service of the weakest. To be 
“respectable” now is to extol the autonomy of the individual. That is the 
diference between a ohristan and non-ohristan worldview.

e. pxposing autonomy reuuires ohristans to have a diferent anl beter narratve Eie 
Prof Glynn Harrison “A Better Story”.

 pxample: our teenage girls at church were asked what issues they wanted 
to address- they came-up with the shibboleths of the age- there is nothing 
wrong with helping them do that but their priorites were being set by the 
world. A startng point to help them is to get them to identfy what thet 
think are the really important things in life and help them talk efectvely 
about them.



4. Exposing Contradicton  

a. Where to begin?

b. On 21st May 201/ the Grenfell Tower pnuuiry started with tributes to the deceased.
The frst  was a  heart-rending tribute from Marcio Gomes for  one of  the victms-
Logan- his unborn son. One week later pngland was celebratng the Irish votng to be
able to terminate the unborn. On the same day that week Theresa May was being
castgated  for  Logan’s  death  at  Grenfell  and  castgated  for  the  DUP’s  stance  on
aborton in Ireland.

c. The obvious- no one actually lives in a post-truth world- no one wants an architect or
a surgeon or a pilot who doesn’t think some things are true everywhere all the tme
for all tme. We want architects who believe in foundatons, surgeons that believe
that it is important not to let people bleed to death and pilots who believe in the
points of the compass. You don’t want a jury to try you that does not believe in truth.
Well, at least you don’t if you are innocent!

d. Gender-  Radio  4’s  Jenni  Murray  on  Internatonal  Woman’s  Day  2007,  an  arch
feminist1 said that a man who has gender reassignment surgery such as a transsexual
she recently interviewed called India Willoughby- can never be a real woman. Murray
said “India held frmly to her belief that she was a “real woman”, ignoring the fact
that she had spent all of her life before her transiton enjoying the privileged positon
in our society generally accorded to a man”. For her comments Jenni Murray was
censored  by  the  BBo.  Her  ofence  was  to  say  that  something  of  fundamental
importance to her as a feminist- women was objectvely true. True, everywhere, for
all tme, for everyone. She claimed that the only those born with XX chromosomes,
female DNA and organs like wombs are real women. Jenni Murray said that almost
without excepton you are born male or female and no amount of surgery can change
that.  She said  there  was a true defniton of  being a  woman and euually  a  false
defniton of being a woman. That is the same as Germaine Greer- “Just because you
lop of your penis and the wear a dress it doesn’t make you a woman. I’ve asked my
doctor to give me long ears and liver spots and I’m going to wear a brown coat but

1 A well-known journalist said that same week that, “Listening to her morning BBo radio show Woman’s Hour is like
being subjected to a 60 minute lecture on the shortcomings of men, the superiority of women and the manifest 
injustce of the patriarchal hegemony delivered by a school games mistress wearing iron underwear and a kafan 
knitted by a Turkish oppressed women’s collectve, while being force fed organic breast milk laced with Hormone 
Replacement chemicals and the collected work of Germaine Greer.”



that  won’t  turn me into a cocker spaniel”.  Greer got  much the same reacton as
Murray. She said the unthinkable in our society- that there is such a thing as truth, in
this case, truth about the nature of gender and therefore of the human person.

e. Race- just the same thing has happened in relaton to race. You may remember that a
couple  of  years  ago  the  story  of  Rachel  Dolezal,  who  was  a  leader  of  the  huge
American  oivil  Rights  organisaton  known  as  the  Natonal  Associaton  for  the
Advancement of oolored People. Dolezal, in acuuiring her job in a black lobby group
said that she was black. She went on and said that she had been the victm of many
racial hate crimes for being black. All was going well for her untl her white parents
showed-up and said that she had no black heritage at all. Dolezal then admitted that
indeed she had been born white but now identfed as black and that her biology or
ancestry were irrelevant to her racial identty. To the black community, however, that
was,  unsurprisingly,  you  may  think,  completely  unacceptable.  They  asserted  that
there was truth- that being black was not a feeling but a fact. Once again, against all
prevailing thought a group of people asserted an objectve truth- that some things
were true everywhere, for all people, for all tme.

f. Sexuality- In terms of sexuality there is an attempt in pngland to legislate to prevent
anyone saying that people of homosexual orientaton are not necessarily born with
that orientaton. The contrary view is that sexuality can be fuid is deemed to be
unacceptable. What we see again in that is an asserton that there is objectve truth,
namely that all people who are gay are born gay. 

g. So in the three most important moral and ethical areas of our day the fundamental
western belief  that  there is  no truth has  now been contracted-  gender,  race and
sexuality all contain objectve truth which cannot be contradicted and can be known
by  everyone  and  anyone,  anywhere,  at  all  tmes.  There  is  objectve  truth  in
architecture, in medicine, in navigaton and in the law. Apparently it is now accepted
that  there  is  also  objectve  truth  in  gender,  race  and  sexuality.  And  if  there  is
objectve truth in architecture, medicine, navigaton, law, gender, race and sexuality
there is  no limit  to objectve truth-  it  can and is,  everywhere.  Indeed there is  an
objectve truth that truth is objectve. And there is a knowable truth that truth is
knowable. 

h. That  “false  news”  is  rejected  as  objectvely  false  also  tells  us  that  as  does  the
rejecton of the possibility of the existence of “alternatve facts”. 



i. Thus oS. Lewis:  “ohristanity,  if  false is of no importance, and if true is of infnite
importance. The only thing it cannot be is moderately important.” 

j. Michael ourry preached on love.

 pxample: me to friend: Jesus says “greater love have no man than this than
he  lay  down  his  life  for  his  friends.  ourry  says,  “greater  love  have  no
archbishop than this- he sues his own congregatons”. It is a chance to talk
about what love actually means.

k. Michael ourry is supposed to be a ohristan leader but her does not teach the gospel.

 pxample:  a  brilliant  piece  by  another  black  bishop  in  the  US:
http://virtueonline.org/presiding-bishop-michael-curry-preached-bad-
news-royal-wedding-says-anglican-bishop.  A  great  opportunity  to  explain
the gospel.

l. Westerners who enslaved Africans lecture Africans on morality…strangely it doesn’t
go  down  well-  http://www.anglican.ink/artcle/okoh-urges-nigeria-uuit-
commonwealth. It is very difcult for puropeans to take the moral high ground on
anything.

m. On 13th April 201/ the Louisiana State Senate voted 25-10 to ban sexual intercourse
with animals. Given views on sexuality/autonomy this should have raised uuestons
of why such a thing as banned if all adult sexuality is seen to be a form of good self-
expression. Instead the reacton was “What? Are there stll states that permit that?”
and in one comment “What about the 10 who voted against the ban?”. That reacton
was not  new  https://metro.co.uk/2016/12/02/there-are-stll-some-us-states-where-
it-is-legal-to-have-sex-with-animals-6296973/

n. Why do we privilege partcular types of “hate”? What is the sense of thinking that
someone who is violent for a racial motve is worse than someone who is entrely
motvelessly violent? 

o. Sometmes secularists do this better than us  https://youtu.be/aMcjxSThD54. When
secularists contradict secularists we are on to something….

p. But we can’t leave it there, we need to get to the gospel…

https://youtu.be/aMcjxSThD54
https://metro.co.uk/2016/12/02/there-are-still-some-us-states-where-it-is-legal-to-have-sex-with-animals-6296973/
https://metro.co.uk/2016/12/02/there-are-still-some-us-states-where-it-is-legal-to-have-sex-with-animals-6296973/
http://www.anglican.ink/article/okoh-urges-nigeria-quit-commonwealth
http://www.anglican.ink/article/okoh-urges-nigeria-quit-commonwealth
http://virtueonline.org/presiding-bishop-michael-curry-preached-bad-news-royal-wedding-says-anglican-bishop
http://virtueonline.org/presiding-bishop-michael-curry-preached-bad-news-royal-wedding-says-anglican-bishop


5. The Gospel  

a. As set out above the world believes in secular truth and in sin- just not ohristan truth
and sin.

b. But what is the point of that? What is the point of sin without eternal judgement, 
condemnaton without forgiveness and convicton without redempton?

c. The secular view of sin is a blind alley. Does it lead to a world in which anyone wants 
to live? Is it not a world far more arbitrary Ewho gets caught/punished., far more 
unpredictable- no one knows what the next shibboleth will be- it might be them, far 
more dangerous- no one can change, far more “hateful”- no one has the power to 
forgive.   

d. In the end the secular world is the exact opposite of what it claims to be- socially just-
there no justce for most wrongs, most aren’t even detected, most can’t be remedied
etc. 
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